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1.What property needs to be set to ensure that any JavaScript and Prompt APIs are executed when a 
report is run as HTML? 
A. Ensure Enable bidirectional support is checked 
B. Run with full interactivity is set to No 
C. Enable drill up and drill down in the report output 
D. Guided report layout is checked 
Answer: D 
 
2.Which of the following is true about integration with collaboration platforms? 
A. Integration with any collaboration platform can be used with report objects but not dashboard objects. 
B. Integration with IBM Connections is si 
C. A link to a report in "my content" can be shared to a team Slack channel if the integration is enabled. 
D. Integration with Slack is supported. 
Answer: D 
 
3.Which is true about creating a context filter for a crosstab report using a dimensional data source? 
A. it changes the measure values and the items in the rows and columns 
B. it is applied after aggregation and changes the rows and columns 
C. it changes the measure values and suppresses zeros 
D. it filters only the measure values, not the items in the rows and columns 
Answer: C 
 
4.Which two items can the opposite edge Crosstab in a report? 
A. The value of a member 
B. A selected measure 
C. Member caption 
D. Node member 
E. Crosstab intersection 
Answer: C,E 
 
5.In a report, which of the following is true when enabling the local cache property on a query? 
A. Local cache is only supported on batch re| 
B. Data is cached and may improve performance. 
C. A complete result set is cached for all queries in the model. 
D. The scalability of a report is negatively impacted. 
Answer: A 
 
 


